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Summary
As a Frontend Developer I am responsible for creating visually appealing and user-friendly web applications. Working closely
with design teams to translate design mockups into interactive web pages using HTML, CSS, JavaScript and React. I ensure
that the application is responsive and works well across different devices and browsers. I will also collaborate with backend
developers to integrate frontend components with backend logic.

Skills
HTML | CSS | JavaScript | Bootstrap | React | Node | REST API | Linux | Git | GitHub | Material UI | Tailwind CSS | Frontend

Development | Responsive Web Design | Web Development | Debugging | Version Control | Frontend Libraries | Problem

Solving | Bundlers | DOM Manipulation | AJAX | CSS Preprocessors | Figma | Wireframes | Full Stack

Experience
TCR Innovation | Mumbai, Maharashtra, IN | Frontend Developer Intern July 22 - Sept 22

● Developed user interfaces for web applications using HTML, CSS and JavaScript.
● Tested functionality of front end code across different browsers and platforms.
● Implemented responsive design techniques to ensure websites are optimized for mobile devices.  
● Collaborated with back-end developers and designers to create seamless website experiences.
● Worked closely with UX and UI Designers to implement their visual designs into functional code.

Projects
●   MEDITATION CLOCK: The Meditation Clock app features customizable timers and serene sounds for enhanced

meditation. Its minimalist design and user-friendly interface promote relaxation and mindfulness, perfect for daily practice.

Link

●   CALCULATOR: The Calculator app provides basic and scientific calculation functions in a user-friendly interface. It offers

versatility and convenience for various mathematical needs, making it a handy tool for quick calculations. Link

● ZOMATO CLONE: The Zomato clone app allows users to explore local restaurants, view menus, read reviews, and place

orders. It offers a seamless experience for food enthusiasts, connecting them with diverse culinary options. Link

● DRUM MACHINE: The Drum Machine app is a virtual drum kit where users can create beats and rhythms. With a variety of

drum sounds and an intuitive interface, it offers a fun and interactive music-making experience. Link

●   BOOK MY SEAT: The Book My Seat app facilitates easy seat reservations for events, movies and shows. Its intuitive

design ensures a smooth booking experience, making it convenient for users to secure their seats. Link

Education
Balasore College of Engineering & Technology, Balasore, Odisha, India 2020 - 2024

● Computer Science and Engineering CGPA: 8.24

Certifications
● Responsive Web Design June 22
● JavaScript Algorithms and Data Structures May 23
● Front End Development Libraries Dec 23
● Learn JavaScript Basics Feb 23
● JavaScript Under The Hood Feb 23
● Advanced Theoretical JavaScript March 23
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